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Antennas
50x12m-Array	+	12x7m-
Array	+	4	12m-TP	Array
Longest	baseline:	16	km
Construction	Completed	in	
2013



• 50x12m-Array
• 12x7m-Array	+	4	12m-TP	
Array
• Longest	baseline:	16	km
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Chapter 4

Receivers

The ALMA front end can accommodate up to 10 receiver bands covering most of the wavelength range from
8.5 to 0.3 mm (35–950 GHz). Each band is designed to cover a tuning range which is approximately tailored
to the atmospheric transmission windows. These windows and the tuning ranges are outlined in Figure 4.1.
This illustrates the broad, deep absorption features, mostly due to H2O in the lower few km of the atmosphere,
as well as some O2 transitions. The many narrow features seen in this plot are mostly from stratospheric O3,
along with some transitions of CO and other trace species. In Cycle 6, Bands 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are
available, and the basic characteristics of the bands are outlined in Table 4.1. Each of the ALMA receiver bands
is described in more detail in the following sections as well as in the references listed in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The ten ALMA receiver bands along with atmospheric transmission. The receiver coverage is shown
shaded, superimposed on a zenith atmospheric transparency plot at the Array Operation Site (AOS) for 0.3,
0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 mm of Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV).

The ALMA receivers in each antenna are situated in a single front-end assembly (see Appendix A, Section
A.4). The front-end assembly consists of a large cryostat containing the receiver cold cartridge assembly for
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ALMA	receivers
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the Band 3 receiver (left) including CCA (upper) and WCA (lower). Right image
shows a Band 3 CCA. Note the single feedhorn which feeds the OMT, splitting the two polarization signals for
the 2SB mixers. The Band 3 cartridges were constructed in Canada at NRC-HIA, Victoria.
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the Band 5 receiver (left) including CCA (upper) and WCA (lower). Right image
shows a Band 5 CCA. Note the single feedhorn which feeds the OMT, splitting the two polarization signals for
the 2SB SIS mixers. The production design has a room-temperature 6x multiplier in the WCA, then a 2x cold
multiplier in the CCA (at 110K).
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Figure 4.17: Band 6 receiver block diagram, and (right) image of cartridge. Note the OMT used to split the
polarizations feeding the two 2SB mixers. The LO around 80 GHz requires an extra ⇥3 multiplier inside the
cryostat. The Band 6 cartridges were built at NRAO, Charlottesville. Note that the IF output range has been
extended to cover 4.5-10 GHz; the range shown is the one recommended for continuum observations (see text).
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Figure 4.21: Band 7 front-end receiver block diagram, and (right) annotated image of the Band 7 cartridge.
Note the polarization-splitting grid and LO injection in the cold optics above the mixers. The Band 7 cartridges
were built at IRAM in France.
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Figure 4.9: Block diagram of the Band 4 receiver (left) including CCA (upper) and WCA (lower). Right image
shows a Band 4 CCA. A single feedhorn feeds the OMT, splitting the two polarization signals for the 2SB
SIS mixers. The LO is generated in the WCA, with the final x2 multiplier on the 110 K stage. The Band 4
cartridges were constructed in Japan at the NAOJ Advanced Technology Center (ATC) in Mitaka.
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Figure 4.25: Block diagram of the Band 8 receiver (left) including CCA (upper) and WCA (lower). Right image
shows a Band 8 CCA. Note the single feedhorn which feeds the OMT, splitting the two polarization signals
for the 2SB SIS mixers. The Band 8 cartridges were constructed in Japan at the NAOJ Advanced Technology
Center (ATC) in Mitaka.
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Figure 4.29: Block diagram of Band 9 cartridge (left) and a schematic image (right). Note that there are only
two IF outputs, one from each polarization in this DSB receiver. The extra Faraday rotation mirror in the LO
system is part of the ALMA fibre-optic Line Length Corrector system (see Appendix B.3.3), and means that
the Band 9 receiver must be available on all the antennas for this to work. The Band 9 receiver was built at
SRON in the Netherlands.
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Figure 4.33: Block diagram of Band 10 cartridge (left) and a schematic image (right). Note that there are only
two IF outputs, one from each polarization in this DSB receiver. The Band 10 cartridges were constructed in
Japan at the NAOJ Advanced Technology Center (ATC) in Mitaka.
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Figure 5.4: Two quadrants of the ALMA Compact Array (ACA) correlator installed in the ACA correlator
room. Credit : ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), S. Okumura

the 64-input Correlator, each quadrant of the ACA Correlator processes a BB pair; so the complete system can
process up to sixteen antennas independently from the 64-input Correlator.

After receiving the digitized BB signals in the Digital Transmission System Receiver (DTS-Rx), the DTS-
Rx and FFT Processor (DFP) modules compensate for geometrical delays between antennas and perform the
220-point FFT that produces a 219-point complex spectrum8 (hereafter, voltage spectrum) for every BB per
antenna per polarization, with a channel separation of 3.815 kHz (= 2 GHz ÷ 524288 channels) in a 16-bit
complex integer form. The 16-bit complex voltage spectra are re-quantized into a 4-bit complex integer and
sent to the Correlation and Integration Processor (CIP) modules.

The CIP module trims the required frequency range and multiplies the antenna-based voltage spectra to
generate baseline-based cross power spectra that correspond to cross-correlations. Antenna-based power spectra,
corresponding to auto-correlation, are also generated in the same way. Cross-polarization power spectra can be
optionally produced. The (cross) power spectra are channel-averaged and time-integrated as designated before
they are sent to the ACA-CDP computers in the Computing subsystem through optical fibers.

The ACA-CDP performs further spectral processing such as non-linearity correction (see Section 5.6.2), FPS
and temporal integration, before data are sent to the archive.

The overall hardware design of the ACA Correlator is shown in Figure 5.5. The ACA Correlator is equipped
with high-speed FPGA chips rather than Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chips used in the
64-input Correlator. For technical detail, see Kamazaki et al. 2012, PASJ 64, 29.

5.3 Digitizers

A digitizer is a device converting continuous voltage waveforms into quantized voltage levels, sampled at discrete
timings, and encoded in a digital format. The ALMA digitizers are located in the antenna back ends (BEs)
where they convert BB signals into the ALMA digital format (Recoquillon et al. 2005, ALMA Memo No.
532). The Digital Transmitter (DTX) on the BE transfers the digital signals through optical fibers to the data

8220-point FFT produces a 220-point complex voltage spectrum of a double sideband including the image sideband that will be
discarded.

ALMA	correlators
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Figure 5.1: The ALMA 64-input Correlator. This view shows lights glowing on some of the racks of the
correlator in the ALMA Array Operations Site Technical Building and shows one of four quadrants of the
correlator. Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), S. Argandoña

5.1 The 64-input Correlator

The 64-input Correlator employs a hybrid design, also known as the FXF3 system (Escoffier et al. 2007, A&A
462, 801), that increases by a factor of 32 the spectral resolution of its traditional lag (XF) part. It operates in
two basic modes, Time Division Mode (TDM) – equivalent to an XF correlator with a wide bandwidth and a
coarse spectral resolution for mainly continuum observations, and Frequency Division Mode (FDM) with fine
spectral resolutions for spectral-line observations. A simplified overview diagram of the 64-input Correlator
is shown in Figure 5.2. It consists of four quadrants, all of which are available for Cycle 6. Each quadrant
can handle a 2 GHz dual-polarization BB for up to 64 antennas4. The full set of four quadrants is capable
of accepting four BBs to cover a total 8 GHz bandwidth per polarization, that is 16 GHz of instantaneous
bandwidth.

5.1.1 TDM mode

TDM is mostly used for continuum observations. Its simplicity, compared with FDM, offers advantages of a
lower data rate and better linearity. Therefore, it is used for standard setups such as pointing, focus, delay
calibration, system temperature measurements, sideband ratio measurements, etc. TDM provides also a higher
time resolution capability as described in Section 5.5.3.

The full 2 GHz BB is directly sent to the correlator bypassing the Tunable Filter Banks (TFBs). The
correlator cuts off the least significant bit to reduce quantization levels from 3- to 2-bits per sample (see Section
5.3).

The TDM mode provides a Spectral Window (spw)5 that consists of up to 256/Npol channels per BB, where

3F, X and F stand for filtering, correlation and Fourier transform, respectively.
4 N

ant

(N
ant

� 1)

2
= 2016 baselines and 64 auto-correlations for N

ant

= 64.
5An spw is a continuous spectrum composed of uniformly spaced frequency channels. See also Chapter 6 about the relation

between BB and spw.
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Scientific	Results	from	
ALMA

A	protostellar disk	of	HL	Tau	in	Constellation	of	Taurus	at	140	pc.

gap	formed	by	a	planet

protostar



Credit: ALMA (NRAO/ESO/NAOJ)/Y. Tamura (The University of Tokyo)/Mark Swinbank (Durham University)

Einstein Ring HATLAS J090311.6+003906  (SDP.81)

Reveal most detailed view of molecular gas in the Distant Universe

Scientific Results form the ALMA



Correlation Theorem 
FX-correlator or FX-spectrometer
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Technologies	for	Spectrometers	or	Correlators

• ASIC	(Application-Specific	Integrated	Circuit)
• e.g,	ALMA	64-antenna	Correlator

• FPGA	(Field-Programmable	Gate	Arrays)
• e.g,	ALMA	16-antenna	ACA	Correlator

• Software	(high	level-languages,	e.g.,	C/C++,	MPI,	CUDA/OpenCL)	
• Pros:	rapid	and	easy	development,	flexibility,	expandability	
• Cons:	low	performance/Watt





Three-stage	development	plan

• Stage	1:	ACA	Spectrometer	for	four	antennas
• Meet	the	current	specification	of	the	ACA	Correlator
• Composed	of	4	GPU	servers,	4	GPU	cards	per	server,	2	DRXP	cards	per	server,	
and	12	optical	splitters	per	server	

• Will	be	installed	on	February	2020

• Stage	2:	ACA	Correlator with	16	antenna	based	on	the	GPU	
technology
• Aligned	with	the	upgrade	plan	of	the	64-antenna	ALMA	Correlator

• Resolution	upgrade:	4096	(each	pol)	à 32768	 (each	pol)
• Sampling	bit	upgrade:	3bit	à 4bit
• bandwidth	upgrade:	2GHz	à 4	GHz

• Composed	of	4	GPU	servers,	8	GPU	cards	per	server,	 	40GE	or	100GE	16	ports
• Will	be	installed	on		February	2022



Three-stage	development	plan	(continued)

• Stage	3:	ALMA	Correlator based	on	the	GPU	technology
• all	66	ALMA	antennas
• 4bit	or	8bit	sampling
• Poly-phase	filter	bank
• Flexible	sub	array	modes	 (including	 12m,	7m,	TP	arrays,	and	any	
configuration)



NVIDIA GPU Roadmap

Tesla K40:
single precision 5.04Tflops 

Geforce Titan X:
single precision 6.6Tflops 

Tesla P100:
single precision 10.6Tflops 

Tesla V100:
single precision 14 Tflops 



NVIDA	TESLA	V100	based	on	Volta	Architecture

• NVLink:	25GB/s	in	each	direction
• HBM2
• Unified	Memory

• 7.8	TFLOPS	of	FP64
• 15.7	TFLOPS	of	FP32	(6.6	for	Titan	X)
• 125	TFLOPS	for	Deep	Learning

GP100 Pascal Whitepaper GP100 GPU Hardware Architecture In-Depth 

 

NVIDIA Tesla P100 WP-08019-001_v01.1  |  19 

 

Figure 11. Tesla P100 Accelerator (Front) 

 

Figure 12. Tesla P100 Accelerator (Back) 



NVIDIA	DGX-1



NVIDIA	DGX-2



Radio	astronomy	101

Fourier	Transform





Data	rates	and	required	performance	for	FFT

• Total	sampling	rate	of		a	single	ALMA	antenna
• Each	baseband:	4	Gs/sec	x	2	(polarization)	=	8 Gs/s	[Giga	samples/second]
• Total	sampling	 rate:	4	(baseband)	x	8	Gs/s	=	32	Gs/s
• Input	data	rate	=	32	Gs/s	x	3	bit	(sampling	 bit)	=	96	Gbit/s

• Needed	performance	in	units	of	FLOPS
• 1M	(220)	point	FFT	
• Number	of	 floating	point	operations	of	1M	point	FFT:	5	N	log2(N)	=	5	*	106
*20	=	0.1	G	floating	point	operations

• Each	baseband:	8	*	103 *	1	M-point	FFT	/sec	=	8k	*	0.1	GFLOPS	=	0.8	TFLOPS
• Four	basebands:	3.2	TFLOPS



GeForce
Titan	X

• Maxwell	architecture	

• CUDA	cores:	3072

• base	and	boost	clocks:	1000,	
1075MHz

• performance:	6.14~6.6	Tflops	
single	precision	

• memory	Bandwidth:	336.5	
GB/sec

• memory:	12GB

Tesla					
K40m

• Kepler	architecture

• cores:	2880

• base,	boost	clocks:	745	MHz,	810	
MHz	and	875	MHz

• performance:	4.29~5.04	Tflops	
single	precision

• memory	bandwidth:	288	GB/sec

• memory:	12	GB

• Maxwell	architecture	

• CUDA	cores:	2048

• base	clock:	1064	MHz

• performance:	4.36	Tflops single	
precision	

• memory	Bandwidth:	224	GB/sec

• memory:	4	GB

GeForce	
GTX	980



Prototype	GPU	spectrometer



data	copy	from	CPU	to	GPU

• converges	to	12.5	GB/sec	<	
16GB/sec	(PCIE	3)		

• 2	bits/sample:	12GB/sec	—
>	48	Gsamples/sec	(24	GHz	
bandwidth)

• 3	bits/sample:	12GB/sec	—
>	32	Gsamples/sec	(16	GHz	
bandwidth)

• 4	bits/sample:	12GB/sec	—
>	24	Gsamples/sec	(8	GHz	
bandwidth)

1024 16384 1048576



type	conversion	(2 or	3	bits	to	32bits)

• lookup	table for	a	2	bit

• {-3.3359,	-1.0,	+1.0,	+3.3359}

• lookup	table	for	a	3	bit	sample

• {-7.0f,	-5.0f,-1.0f,	-3.0f,	+7.0f,	
+5.0f,	+1.0f,	+3.0f}

• ~	50	Gsamples/s	for	2bit	and	
3bit	samples	with	GTX	Titan	X



cuFFT
cufftPlanMany(….);
cufftExecR2C(plan, idata, odata)

• total	number	of	samples:	
250*2^20

• 7.5~17.5 Gsample/sec		
(3.8~8.8 GHz in	single	
polarization)

• ACA	correlation	used	2^20	
point	FFT

• for	a	given	number	of	
samples,	FFT	performance	
is	higher	at	small	fft	points



Performance	Results

• Need	>	4	Gsamples/sec	 per	
polarization	
• How	many	GPUs	per	TP	antenna
• 1-pol:	one	GTX	TITAN	X	
(maxwell architecture)	per	
baseband,	in	total	4	GPUs	per	
antenna
• 2-pol:	~1.3	GTX	TITAN	X	
(maxwell)	per	baseband,	in	
total	6	GPUs	per	antenna

• The	new	GPU	card	(TITAN	X	Pascal	
architecture)	could	digest	one	
baseband	(2-pols)	of	a	TP	antenna.







First	Spectra	with	45-m	Telescope
(Dec.	25,	2017)

Jan.16,	2018	|	TM	|	KASI-NAOJ	F2F	
meeting	@	Busan Results	of	NRO	test	observations	using	a	GPU	spectrometer

K-GPU	Spectrometer

SAM45

SiO (v=2,	 J=1-0)	@	42.8GHz SiO (v=1,	 J=1-0)	@	43.1GHz	
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Correlation Theorem 
FX-correlator or FX-spectrometer
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- 2GHz*2(Nyquest)*3(sampling	 bit)
*2(dual	pol)=24	Gb/s	per	antenna
- total	input	data	rate:	24	*	16	=	384	Gb/s
- Need	4	100	GE	ports

(8)	16	GPUs

Conceptual	Design	of	GPU	correlator for	the	ACA	
array	(16	antennas)

4	network	adapters



Performance	requirements	for	one	server

• F-step
• Assuming	 a	server	gets	one	BB	(dual	pol)	from	16	antennas
• N=220,	dual	pol,	16	antenna
• Flops=	4e9/N*5*N*log2(N)	*	2	(dual)	*	16	(antenna)	=	12.8	Tflops

• X-step
• Assuming	 that	a	server	collects	fft data	from	16	antennas
• cross-correlations:		120	x	8	operations	 (complex	multiplications)	 x	2e9	=	1.92			
Tflops

• #	of	auto-correlations:	16	x	4	operations	x	2e9	=	0.128	Tflops

• Theoretical	performance	of	one	NVIDIA	Tesla	V100
• Single	precision	(32bit):	15	Tflops x	8 =	120	Tflops



Conner	turning

• amount	input	data	per	pol:	4	
Gsamples/s
• Amount	of	data	after	fft per	
pol:	2		Gsamples/s*8	B	=	16	
GB/s
• Amount	of	data	for	both	pols	
with	4	antenna	per	GPU:	128	
GB/s
• Amount	of	data	to	send	to	
nearby	a	GPU:	32	GB/s	
• NVLINK	with	25GB/s	(one	
way)	from	one	GPU	to	the	
other	could	be	a	promising	
for	the	conner turning.



ALMA	correlator (for	64	antenna)	based	on	the	GPU	
technology

Ethernet	switch
64	100GE	ports	from	antenna
16	400GE	prots;	4	port	per	server

IB	switch
48	ports;	12	per	baseband

GPU	Direct	using	IB
For	conner turning



Conclusions

• A	GPU	spectrometer	 (one	server	 with	four	GPU	cards)	could	process	
data	streams	of	32Gsamples/s	from	one	ALMA	antenna	in	real	time.
• The	most	time-consuming	 part	is	FFT,	but	cuFFT (in	CUDA	FFT	library)	 is	fast	
enough	 for	our	spectrometer

• A	concept	design	of	a	GPU	correlator for	ACA	array	(16	antenna)	is	
possible
• It	is	composed	of	four	servers.	Each	server	is	composed	of	4	100	GEs	and	8	
GPU	cards.	

• NVLINK	is	a	good	solution	 for	transferring	data	among	GPUs

• A	concept	design	of	a	GPU	correlator for	64	antennas	is	possible	
using	future	400	GE	and	IB
• GPU-direct	and	NVLINK	are	good	solutions	 for	transfering data	among	GPUs


